TAKE THE PLEDGE TO STAYON THE TRAIL
No Trespassing - Snowmobile Legally & Respectfully on Private Property

“

1.1

Land use permission is a privilege not a right, and must be respected and
defended by every trail rider or more OFSC trails may be
permanently closed. Please Take The Pledge* to:

Purchase and display a valid Snowmobile Trail
Permit to access OFSC trails on private property.

2 Show your respect and appreciation for private
2.
landowners by never wandering off an OFSC
trail to play in the powder, riding with loud
pipes, or doing any property damage.

3
3.

Slow down when passing close
to any residence or livestock
near an OFSC trail, always
being courteous and polite to
landowners and their families,
and carrying any garbage or
broken parts out with you.

4.
4
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“

Avoid following any tracks cut by
others who have left the trail.
Ride between the stakes, and never
knock them down or cut corners inside
a stake line.

6.
6

Avoid cutting through rope, tape
or snow fencing, avoid short cuts or
detours from the marked OFSC trail,
and obey signs warning to stay off
sensitive crop areas.

7.
7

Avoid entering nearby fields where
there are no trails.

8.
8

Stay off any trail that shows RED on the
Interactive Trail Guide (ITG) and/or is
marked as closed at the trail.

9.
10. Never ride an ATV on any OFSC trail on
9
private property at any time of year.
11.
10

Make sure that everyone you
snowmobile with reads this OFSC
Trail Rider Code of Conduct and
understands the importance of staying
on the marked trail.

*The complete OFSC Trail Rider Code of Conduct
can be found online at: ofsc.on.ca
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Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

